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Abstract Elevation of the threshold of audibility occurs in hearing-impaired people, and these individuals have an expanded auditory
filter (Glasberg and Moore, 1986). Threshold elevation is assumed to occur due to an increase in frequency components that pass the
auditory filter; an assumption known as the “power spectrum model” of masking (Patterson and Moore, 1986). Therefore, we attempted here
to remove from the speech signal the frequency components that are not related to speech perception, but are instead related to threshold
elevation. We calculated the masking pattern using the spreading function (Painter and Spanias, 1997), and processed monosyllabic speech
samples using nine kinds of masking patterns. Both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects evaluated the intelligibility and sound
quality of the original and processed monosyllables. For hearing-impaired subjects, the intelligibility of a small number of certain processed
monosyllables increased, but sound quality did not improve. For normal-hearing subjects, speech intelligibility decreased as the masking
pattern expanded, and application of the proposed method showed no significant improvement in sound quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Glasberg and Moore (1986) measured the auditory filter

Therefore, with reference to the “power spectrum model”,

of hearing-impaired people and normal-hearing people

we attempted here to remove the frequency components

using the notched-noise masker method and found that

from a speech signal that are not related to speech

those with hearing-impairment had a more expanded

perception, but rather are related to threshold elevation.

auditory filter than those without [1]. It is usually

We calculated the masking pattern using the “spreading

assumed that the threshold for a frequency component is

function” [4], and processed monosyllabic speech samples

determined by the amount of noise passing through the

using a variety of masking patterns.

auditory filter. This assumption is referred to as the
“ power spectrum model” of masking (Patterson and Moore,

2. METHOD

1986) [2]. In the virtual bandwidth of the auditory filter,

We used the “spreading function” which compresses

known as the critical band [3], the energy of each

audio information in MPEG Audio [5]. Among the several

frequency component of the input signal is summed, and

types of MPEG Audio available, we used MPEG2 Audio

the threshold of important frequency components related

Layer III. MPEG Audio treats the frequency components

to speech perception is elevated [3]. When the threshold is

as a Bark scale when processing a speech signal. In the

higher than the frequency component, we cannot perceive

Bark scale, the masking pattern assumes almost the same

the frequency component [3]. Based on the “power

shape regardless of the value of the center frequency of

spectrum model” of masking, we hypothesized that the

the critical band. Thus, the same masking pattern for each

threshold of hearing-impaired people was more elevated

frequency component is used. The simplified model of the

than that of normal-hearing people, which would cause the

masking pattern is the “spreading function” [4], given in
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Figure 1: Spreading function (from [4]).
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Waveform (a) and spectrogram (b) of
the original speech sample /mi/.

Waveform (a) and spectrogram (b) of
the processed signal with Type D
masking threshold (/mi/).

Waveform (a) and spectrogram (b)
of the processed signal with Type G
masking threshold (/mi/).

Formula (1). Figure 1 shows the shapes of spreading
We expanded the shape of the masking threshold (the

function at different input intensities.

masking pattern for signal encoding) using the spreading
function so as to remove more frequency components from

SF (b ) = 15.81 + 7.5(b + 0.474 ) − 17.5 1 + (b + 0.474 ) (dB)･･･(1)
2

(b(f): Bark; SF(b): spreading function)

the wider auditory filter of hearing-impaired people in
order to improve their speech perception.
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Figure 2 shows the shape of all 9 types of masking

3.2. Procedure

thresholds we used. Type B is the original masking

The experiment was controlled by a personal computer

threshold in MPEG2 Audio Layer III. We expanded the

and was conducted in a soundproof room. Stimuli were

shape of the masking threshold to Types C to J, as shown

presented by a loudspeaker (BOSE 402 Professional

in Figure 2.

Loudspeaker System). Both hearing-impaired subjects

Figure 3 shows the waveform (a) and spectrogram (b) of

used their own hearing aids (Subject A1: RION HB79P;

the original Japanese speech sample /mi/. Figures 4 and 5

Subject A2: Widex P38-VC) and the volume was set to a

show the processed signals of /mi/ using Type D and G

comfortable level for each subject before the experiment

functions, respectively.

commenced. For normal-hearing subjects, the intensity of
the signal was 90 dBL A .
For each subject, 240 stimuli were randomly presented.

3. Experiments

Subjects could listen to the stimulus only once. In the

To evaluate processing, we conducted experiments with
two hearing-impaired subjects (Subjects A1 and A2) and
two normal-hearing subjects (Subjects B1 and B2). Both
hearing-impaired subjects had hearing levels above 85 dB.
All subjects evaluated the intelligibility and sound quality
of the original and processed monosyllables.

According

open intelligibility test, the subjects were instructed to
indicate which monosyllable they heard. In the sound
quality test, the subject answered two closed questions:
first, “Is the sound easy to hear?” and second, “Is the
sound too loud?” The intelligibility test and sound quality
test were conducted separately.

to a previous study by Moore (1987), the auditory filter of
normal-hearing people was expanded when they heard
sounds with high sound pressure levels [6]. Therefore, by
applying our processing using loud sounds, we expected

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Hearing-impaired subjects
Figure 6 shows the results of the intelligibility tests for

that normal-hearing people would also experience some

the hearing-impaired subjects (Subjects A1 and A2).

improvement.

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the sound quality test

3.1. Stimulus
We processed speech samples using Types B to J
functions (9 cases). In Type A condition, the original

for Subjects A1 and A2.

4.1.1. Subject A1
In the intelligibility test, intelligibility for Type B

speech samples were used without processing. Type B
processing yielded the masking pattern of normal-hearing
people (default setting in MPEG Audio). As speech
samples , we used 24 consonant-vowel (CV) monosyllables

( spoken by Japanese male) from the ATR Speech Database
of Japanese (Table 1). The total number of stimuli was 240

processing was higher than that for the original sounds
(Type A). However, the subject gave only one more
correct answer for Type B processing than for Type A, and
thus we found no effect of our processing on intelligibility

for

Subject

masking
1:

Twenty-four

nonsense

consonant-vowel

intelligibility

of

almost

all

Voiced C+ Vowel

Fricative C+Vowel

/sa//a//ha//i//hi/

However,

Subject

A1

/ma/, Subject A1 showed high intelligibility.

Vowel
/pa//ta//ka//pi//ki/

expanded.

(Type A). Also, for processed monosyllables /ka/, /i/ and

C+

Stop C+ Vowel

threshold

answered correctly for most of the processed /ti/
monosyllables, with the exception of the original sound

monosyllables (CVs) used in the experiments.
Voiceless

The

monosyllables processed was found to be decreased as the

(24 CVs × 10 processing types).
Table

A1.

With regard to the sound quality test, we found no
/ba//da//ga//bi//gi/

positive effect related to our processing (Figure 7).

4.1.2. Subject A2
In the intelligibility test, intelligibility for Types F and
H processing was higher than that for the original sounds.

Affricate C+ Vowel
Nasal C+ Vowel

/ta/ /ti/

/dza/ /da//di/
/ma/ /na/ /mi/ /ni/

However, as for Subject A1, there was only one or two
more correct answers on processing Types F and H than
for the original sounds. Thus, intelligibility for Subject A2

was also not affected by our processing. However, for
monosyllables /na/ and /ha/, though Subject A2 mistook
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the original sound, he answered correctly for several

Intelligibility of both subjects was decreased as the

processed sounds, although we could not find the

masking threshold expanded. This resulted from an

relationship between the degree of expansion of the

excessive decrease in the important frequency components

required for speech perception when using an expanded

masking threshold and correct answers.
We also found no effect of our processing on sound

masking threshold.

quality for Subject A2 (Figure 8).

Figures 10 and 11 show the results of the sound quality
tests for Subjects B1 and B2, respectively. The evaluation
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Figure 6: Results of intelligibility test for Subjects A1

noises occurred in many stimuli. We can observe the cause

and A2.

of musical noise generation as multiple isolated spots in
the spectrogram [7] shown in Figure 5b. Our processing
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Figure 8: Result of the sound quality test for Subject A2.
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4.2. Normal-hearing subjects
Figure 9 shows the results of the intelligibility tests for

Figure 10: Result of the sound quality test for Subject B1.

the two normal-hearing subjects, Subjects B1 and B2.
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Figure 11: Result of the sound quality test for Subject B2.

5. Conclusions
We were not able to identify a suitable masking
threshold for either the hearing-impaired or normalhearing subjects. However, hearing-impaired subjects
were able to correctly identify some monosyllables for
certain processing types, even when they mistook the
original sounds (Type A). We propose that if we could
measure the shape of the auditory filter for each hearingimpaired subject, we would be able to select the most
suitable masking pattern for every monosyllable. As the
number of subjects was only four in the present study, we
plan to conduct further experiments with a larger number
of subjects in order to accurately evaluate our processing.
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Table 2: Parameters (1) and (2) on each processing.

Appendix

In this study, we modified the “LAME” MP3 encoder

Parameter

B(default)

C

D

E

to create several masking thresholds . The program

(1)

3

3/3

3/5

3/7

shown below is the part used for calculating the

(2)

1.5

1.5/3

1.5/5

1.5/7

masking threshold (lame-3.96.1/libmp3lame/psymodel.c) .

We changed parameters (1) and (2) in the source code.

F

G

H

I

J

Table 2 shows how we changed the parameters on each

3/10

3/30

3/50

3/70

3/100

1.5/10

1.5/30

1.5/50

1.5/70

1.5/100

processing.
/*
The spreading function. Values returned in units of energy
*/
static FLOAT8 s3_func(FLOAT8 bark) {
FLOAT8 tempx,x,tempy,temp;
tempx = bark;
if (tempx>=0) tempx *= 3;･･････(１ )
else tempx *=1.5;･･････(2)
if (tempx>=0.5 && tempx<=2.5)
{
temp = tempx - 0.5;
x = 8.0 * (temp*temp - 2.0 * temp);
}
else x = 0.0;
tempx += 0.474;
tempy = 15.811389 + 7.5*tempx 17.5*sqrt(1.0+tempx*tempx);
if (tempy <= -60.0) return

0.0;

tempx = exp( (x + tempy)*LN_TO_LOG10 );
/* Normalization. The spreading function should be
normalized so that:
+inf
/
|

s3 [ bark ]

d(bark)

=

1

/
-inf
*/
tempx /= .6609193;
return tempx;
}
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